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1 	 JOHN J. BECKER, 4770 Overton Street, advised that 
he recalled tuo.Cubans_and an American coming into the 
Traffic Division while he was in charge for the purpose cf 
securing .a parade permit. He placed the time - 1-1at this inci-
dent occured as being in March, 1962. He pointed cut That 
he retired shortly after this. He further stated that he 
remembered discussing this situation with Captain WILFPED A. 
GRUSICH, SR., who uas•then his deputy in the .2raffic Division, 
and it. seas agreed that no permit 'would be given To this 
group, since they were controversial in nature. It was his 
definite recollection that these individuals claimed to 
represent Cubans in exile'in the.United States, and they were 
attempting . to raise funds to help.  Cubans, in Cuba fight FIDEL 
CASTRO, 

Mr. BECKER stated that he had seen photographs 
of LEE HARVEY OSWAlD and although he ,;.v) the individuals who 
had.applied_for the.permit, he could not say that one of them 
had been OSWALD. 

Mr. BECKER could not' recall if these individuals 
had actually prepared an application for a permit_to parade 
or had merely come to discuss the possibility of'1:12ing_an 
application. He suggested, however, that his secretary at 

.that time, Lrs, JOAN JOITRICN, who is still secretary to the 
supervisor of .the.TrafficDiyision, be contacted, as she had 
handled the paper workand.filing of these permits and in 
most instances saw the individuals who were requesting parade 
permits, 
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